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Committee Announcements 

Presidents Reports 
I have been President of Take Heart for over a decade. It has been a privilege to oversee 

your organisation, but the time has come for some new blood and my colleague, Dr. 

James Cockburn has kindly agreed to assume the role.  

Dr. Cockburn trained at St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, and then completed his advanced 

cardiac training in Brighton and Australia. He is an expert in all matters cardiological, but 

in particular coronary and valve disease. He also has an impressive research record, and 

continues to publish widely on many aspects of the heart. You will be in safe hands.  

My time as President has seen a great deal of changes to heart disease – new drugs, new 

stents, new valves – with better outcomes, as evidenced by how long some of us are 

living. The real work though is done by organisations such as Take Heart who support 

patients in so many ways after coping with major cardiac problems. You must never 

underestimate the psychological and physical support your group has given and 

continues to give to patients with heart disease. No doubt I will continue to see some of 

my Take Heart patients in clinic.  

Every best wishes to you all for the future.  

Dr Adam de Belder 

 

 

I would like to thank Adam de Belder for passing on to me this prestigious role.  I would also like to thank him for his 

tenure. I hope to be able to further assist the Take Heart Group in my new role and continue the fantastic work that it 

offers to local people with cardiovascular problems.  I look forward to the future. 

Dr James Cockburn 

 

B&STHG Recent Committee Meetings News Digest 

Here is some information on what your Committee has been getting up to since the AGM in October 2015.  

The Committee meet approximately every 6 weeks. So far this year Sheila Luckhurst has designed a new leaflet to be 

given to all Stage 3 patients at the end of their 6 week post operation/procedure exercise class. The idea behind this 

leaflet is to encourage patients to join a Stage 4 class and to keep exercising at their own pace.  

Paul Sweeting joined the Committee as Membership Secretary and has spent a lot of time getting the membership up 

to date since the membership fee became due in April. Paul also suggested we had a membership card and to this 

end Sheila has designed one.    

Jim Mann, vice chairperson,  wrote to a number of local institutions to try and get help with providing more 

equipment for the exercise venues.  So far nothing has been forth coming but there is always next year.  

At our January meeting it was decided that a New Constitution was needed for the group as the current one is very 

out of date and some sections are now irrelevant. Please note that the New Constitution document is now 

available on the website, to read it please go to www.bsthg.org.uk/documents. We hope to ratify this at the AGM this 

coming October so please read it before then and let us know if you have any comments or suggestions. If you do not 

have internet access please ask any committee member for a printed copy to be delivered to you. 

Jim Mann suggested we bought two bikes for the Portslade Venue. This was agreed and David Chappell, treasurer, 

purchased two.  

In March myself and Jim attended a PPG Meeting at the Grand Ocean Surgery in Saltdean and explained the reasoning 

behind exercise for those who have had a heart operation or any other procedure especially if we are in the ‘third age’ 

group!!!  

Morris and Sheila produced the Spring Newsletter which was distributed at the end of March.  

Jim and his wife Jynette currently attend the talks at Moulscoomb Leisure Centre every 6 weeks or so to talk to Phase 3 

patients and to explain to them the importance of joining a Phase 4 exercise class.  

We organised an outing to Winchester in December. This was not very well supported but those of us who went had a 

very good time. The Christmas Market surrounding the Cathedral was excellent.  

A number of us joined Ralli Hall members for a Christmas Meal at Ashoka Restaurant in Hove and a good time was 

had by all. There was a trip organised to Arundel on 30th April but unfortunately this was not well supported by 

members and had to be cancelled. We have another outing organised for 20th August to Chichester to see ‘Half a 

Sixpence’.  This promises to be a very good show. We still have about 10 tickets left so please contact Morris or myself 

if you would like to reserve a ticket.  The cost is £45 but a deposit of £20 is acceptable until August when the 

remaining £25 needs to be paid. That’s all for now – more in the next Newsletter.  

Pat Couchman, Secretary 

Dr James Cockburn 
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Chairperson’s Report 
Hello to you all. I write to you on the 13th June and how quickly does time pass by! It would seem from what I hear on 

the grapevine that our exercise classes in general seem to be picking up in numbers which is good news. There was a 

very good turnout at the Sussex Hear Charity walk with lots of our members giving support on the day, good stuff.  

The Arundel trip turned out to be a non event but the Chichester theatre trip to see Half a Sixpence is off to a good 

start and has obviously appealed to a lot more of you. There are still a few seats left, but you had better get a move on 

if you’re thinking of going, the booking form for this event is included in this issue on page 8. On that note where 

would you like to go to visit? How much would you want to spend? Do you want to go further afield? Maybe a two day 

trip with an overnight stay?  I do know that we struggle to come up with ideas for social events and keeping things 

viable, so please let us know what sort of things are you looking for, and we will see what we can put together.  

Please keep in touch by looking on the website www.bsthg.org.uk (or google and type in ‘bsthg’), check it out. Or 

write something and bring it in to a class, we are all in this together.  

As usual I must thank all the committee for their continued hard work.  On the 25th anniversary bash I have had 

one suggestion that is Wickwoods for dinner and dance live music. We went there once before for either our 10th 

or 15th and it was a good evening.  What are your thoughts for this occasion? 

Kevin Herriott  
 

Editor's Report 

Well, I was told never to start an article with “Well. . . “. So, well I was going to start my editorial, sadly remembering the 

good times I had and the demise of Ralli Hall. But it seems the phoenix has already risen from the ashes, with an even 

better location. Of course time will tell if it still has that wonderful communal warmth that the old Ralli Hall had. But on 

one visit to St Georges Hall in Court Farm Road, with bus no 5B and built in car park, it seems to be a really good 

location. So well done Richard for finding it. I have to admit I missed the bus, caught the number 7 to Hove station, like 

old times, and took a taxi to St George’s Hall. A costly mistake I shan’t make in a hurry again. It was the fateful morning 

we all awoke to discover the United Kingdom had changed forever, and was less united and likely to shrink as well over 

the coming few years. Yes it was the morning of the results of the referendum. My taxi driver, who hailed from Turkey, 

was sad over the result. He didn’t like Boris Johnson. Do him and Trump share the same barber?  

Well, look I’ve done it again, anyway, there is lots to enjoy in our new issue.  

Probably the most important news is that we have a new president. Dr. Adam de Belder has looked after us for the last 

10 years, succeeding Dr. Christopher Davidson, Take Heart founder, and it is to him that I and all of us have to thank for 

keeping us fit following our heart procedures. So our sincere and grateful thanks to Dr de Belder. Can there be any 

thanks large enough for someone who has literally saved our lives and kept us alive along with all of the staff at the 

hospital. And welcome to Dr. James Cockburn, cardiologist, and an expert in coronary and valve disease. I look forward 

to meeting hi shortly at our next committee meeting.  

We have a very important piece on taking antibiotics after dental procedures. This very clear and considered article 

from a very eminent member of the cardiology team, Dr. Rachael James, Consultant Cardiologist and lead for 

Endocarditis, who has agreed with the rest of Europe, that we should continue with the anti-biotic cover for dental 

procedures, for certain heart patients.   

Pat Couchman has provided an insight into the workings of our committee. She tirelessly looks after us at our 

committee meetings, alongside all her other duties. Jim Mann, who, along with his other duties, has given us some 

articles on the Shuffleboard and the Anniversary Walk but also a subject close to his heart, The Brightona Bike Show. 

There are a few seats left for the Chichester trip: Half a Sixpence which should be a rollicking good show. Taking us back 

to those pre-Common Market Days, when sixpence really meant something. Half a sixpence was, of course, three pence. 

And what a wonderful old coin that was. My wife gave me a key fob with a three penny piece set in wood, with the year 

of my birth. No, you’ll have to ask me. I lost it two days before the referendum. If I was superstitious I would read some 

significance into that.    

So what other treasures do we have for you this month? We have a great piece of information on travel insurance for 

heart patients from our treasurer, David Chappell though, with Brexit of course this may change over the coming 

months. Remember we are always looking for articles from you. We have a poignant piece from John Tungay. But 

maybe it would also be nice to get some articles on other venues, with photos. From our BSTHG colleague, Katherine 

Moore, we have two articles. And, of course, The Cardiac Rehabilitation Team has been awarded the gold standard for 

cardiac rehabilitation in the UK. We already know how good they are. Don’t forget we are still looking for photos for 

our Magazine cover.    

And I would like to give a big thankyou to Sheila Luckhurst who so tirelessly organizes, designs and assists with the 

editorializing and proof-reading of the magazine and also tries desperately to keep me on course with getting articles 

ready for the magazine and chasing contributors. I inherited the magazine from the very wonderful and dedicated Gill 

Sweeting, who we all miss so much.   

Morris Baker, Editor 
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Committee Announcements 

Gold Standard for the Cardiac Rehab Team 

The Cardiac Rehabilitation Team have been 

awarded the gold standard for cardiac 

rehabilitation in the UK. They received 

certification from the British Association of 

Cardiovascular Prevention and Rehabilitation 

(BACPR) and their programme is one of only 14 

out of 300 in the country to achieve the 

standard. 

To gain certification the team has to offer 

patients with coronary heart disease a long-

term programme, involving comprehensive 

assessment, prescribed exercise, education 

and  counselling, together with the support of a 

multidisciplinary team. Patients are encouraged and supported to achieve and maintain optimal physical and 

psychosocial health. 

 

Kay Hyde, Cardiac Rehabilitation Lead Clinical Nurse Specialist, said: “We are proud to be part of the process. 

Achieving certification is an excellent way to demonstrate to patients, commissioners and peers that we are constantly 

striving to deliver an excellent service to our patients and their families. It also generates good team working, and 

raises the profile of the cardiac rehabilitation team.   

“My thanks to our excellent cardiac rehabilitation nursing and physiotherapy team at the County and PRH and also to 

our excellent multidisciplinary team, volunteers, and our administrative assistant Ronni Orwell-Durant, for all her 

efforts ensuring our data is up to date for the database, and to Les Trewhela and Rose Hurst for their IT support.” 

 
 

Photos -  

Above (L-R): Cardiac rehabilitation multidisciplinary team Karen 

Herschell, Louise Bergan-Gander, Kay Hyde, Vikki Burnett, Nikki 

Dent, Caroline Jones, Hayley Jones, Harriet Gould  

(holding certificate), Alison Warren, Maddie Dixon,  

Gina Wilson, Kate Warren, Susannah Wilkinson, Anna Fairhurst.  

Left: Claire Huggett, Jackie Keane and Katherine Moore.  

 
Credit: Talkback Magazine, Communications department, RSCH 

 

 

The Brighton Marathon 2016 Medical Conference and Medical Plan Briefing 
Rob Galloway is the Medical Director for the Marathon and also an A&E consultant at the Royal Sussex County 

Hospital This year as well as the medical planning meeting for the Brighton Marathon, it was decided to extend it into 

a Medical Conference and the invitation was extended to the hospital staff. Therefore, the day before the marathon, 

members of the Cardiac Rehabilitation Team, Toby Whitehead and Freddie Jones went along to the meeting at the 

Metropole Hotel.  

The initial session outlined the history of the Brighton Marathon with the first one taking place on 18th April 2010. It is 

now the second largest marathon in the country behind London. There was then a briefing on medical issues likely to 

be encountered which included blisters and hyperthermia.  

The medical back up for the Brighton Marathon is impressive. Unlike the London Marathon, we do not have a 

multitude of hospitals just the good old RSCH, so basically two field hospitals are set up, one at the race half way point 

and one at the finish. These hospitals are staffed by medical personnel, nurses, physios and podiatrists. The main tent 

includes a pharmacy and resuscitation bay. We were also told of the advanced cardiac arrest team which has access to 

ECMO, a type of mini bypass machine.  

Now the main attraction for us was Professor Douglas Chamberlain, who as many of you know established cardiac 

ambulances in this country; trained both nurses and paramedics in Cardiac Care and was instrumental in Brighton 

having the regional cardiac centre. He is also a world expert in resuscitation and gave both an informative and 

entertaining talk on the history of resuscitation.  

Well done to all the medical personnel and volunteers involved in this years’ Brighton Marathon. 

Katherine Moore  
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Take Heart Exercise Classes and Other Exercise Activities 
One of the things which keeps us healthy is proper exercise which makes our hearts work.  20 years ago Brighton Take 

Heart Group was formed to provide the opportunity for ongoing cardiac exercise.  From a class in just one Brighton 

venue, we now have friendly classes along the south coast and welcome new members and returning members to 

come and join us.  A number of members bring friends or family members along, to get the benefit of the exercise 

which is preventative as well as recuperative. The initials BACPR after Richard Stantiford’s name stand for British 

Association of Cardiac Prevention and Rehabilitation.  We would be delighted if you brought someone with you to one 

of these venues. 
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BRIGHTON – Withdean Sports Complex,  

Tongdean Lane, Withdean, Brighton  

Tuesdays  4.15 - 5.15pm 

PEACEHAVEN – Peacehaven Leisure Centre,  

Greenwich Way, Peacehaven 

Tuesdays and Fridays 11.15 – 12.15 pm, 

Thursdays 9.45 – 10.45am 

BRIGHTON** – Stanley Deason, Wilson Avenue, Brighton 

Wednesdays 5:30 - 6:30 and Fridays 4.30 - 5:30pm 

Peer Group Support Session: Weds 4.30-5.30 in the café. 

PORTSLADE – Portslade Sports Centre, Chalky Road 

Tuesdays 10:00 – 11:00 am, Fridays 10:45 – 11:45am 

NEWHAVEN – Shakespeare Hall, Fort Road, Newhaven 

Tuesdays 10.00 -11.00am and  

Thursdays 11.00 – 12.00pm 

HOVE– St Georges Church Hall, Court Farm Road, Hove 

Mondays 8:30 - 9:30am 

Wednesdays & Fridays 9:30 - 10:30am 

Independent-led class affiliated to B&STHG  

(fees may vary) 

** We have been asked to open a venue where people can come to talk with us about their concerns, etc. So we are 

opening a support session where people can talk to new and existing members and have a chat over tea or coffee at 

the Stanley Deason cafe area. Committee members will be there to talk and offer advice, or put people in touch with 

someone who can help with any concerns or issues.  

Being part of a group can: give support and encouragement, help build confidence, offer a chance to meet others 

with a similar health condition and share experiences and knowledge. So come early before you exercise and enjoy a 

chat. Wednesdays 4.30 - 5.30pm. Family and friends welcome. 

 

Apart from the Portslade class, all the classes are supervised by Richard Stantiford, our Clinical Exercise Specialist 

qualified with the British Association of Cardiac Prevention and Rehabilitation (BACPR). Please bring a signed letter 

from your GP, a certificate of completion of the cardiac rehab programme offered by RSCH or other summary of 

your cardiovascular medical history to your first class. Contact Richard on 07786 001771 for more information and 

advice. The Portslade class is supervised by the similarly qualified Toby Whitehead, contact 07793 241417. 

 

 

Badminton Sessions – Stanley Deason Leisure Centre, Wilson Avenue, Brighton.  A weekly drop-in session 

where you can meet people and play badminton. All abilities welcome. Fully licensed café and bar.   

Mondays 10.30 am – 12.30 p.m.  £3.80 per session and includes free racket hire.  

For further details please call 01273 694381 or visit reception. 

 

 

Juvenate Health & Leisure Club, Jury’s Inn, The Waterfront, 

Brighton. Take Heart Gym Membership 
Use of gym, pool & sauna: Full Individual: £320 or £32 per month by direct 

debit. Senior Citizen: £288 (no monthly option). Day Fees: Gym, pool, sauna & 

steam: £8.00. Pool & sauna only: £4.00, Gym only: £4.00.  

All memberships are inclusive of 1 towel per visit, gym induction and program 

updates. Contact Morris Baker for membership information. 

All Take Heart users need to take a doctor's consent form on their first visit to the Health Suite 

B&STHG Exercise Class Venues 
Single class £5.00, couples £8.00. Monthly unlimited £36.00. Annual Membership Subscription £15.00.  
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Dr Adam de Belder, President. The Importance of Post Cardiac Exercise EU Referendum, Remain or Leave? 

I had a stent fitted to my left descending artery 20 months 

ago, so my ears pricked up when I heard NHS Chief Executive, 

Simon Stevens on the telly commenting on the EU 

referendum. He has come out with support for REMAIN.   

So I have decided to double check the pros and cons of being 

in the EU as far as the NHS is concerned to make sure I vote 

the right way!  

After spending 25 years in the military, the stent was the first 

real contact I had with the NHS.  My last contact was when I 

was run-over whilst earning a few shillings on our milkman’s 

round in Nottingham, when I was skiving off school in my 

teens.  

I healthily and actively still go about my daily life with a totally 

occluded right coronary artery.  This makes me acutely aware 

how important our health services could be to me personally 

in the future, (never mind the nation)!  So impressed by the 

treatment I received that in addition to writing thank you 

letters to those actually involved, (Ambulance Service right 

through to Physio teams at Moulsecoomb), I also let my MP 

know the bad press the NHS sometimes gets and is wholly 

unjustified.  My MP forwarded that letter on to a Minister.  

Amazingly I received a letter back from Lord Howe, Health 

Service Parliamentary under Secretary of State, telling me he 

was also writing to congratulate the Royal Sussex County 

Hospital on their brilliant work.    

So what are the REMAIN or LEAVE EU implications for our 

health service?  Increasing demand for NHS services is being used by some politicians in seeking our EU referendum 

vote.    

Wow, I discovered that I am part of this problem!    

Apparently I am now part of a growing army of retired people using NHS services more than ever due to us all living 

so much longer.  They also quoting immigration as the other major demand factor. A major problem us elderly are 

causing is bed blocking due to the lack of social care, which is costing the NHS over a billion a year.  There are a lot of 

pensioners who are ex-pats and use the likes of Spanish and French health services which our NHS has to pay for.  

In 2014 our Government handed £749.8million to European governments to pay for the care of UK citizens.   But I 

discover the NHS is consistently increasingly treating more none British citizens that do not pay, (in comparison to UK 

citizens using other nations systems our Government pays for). For example Sky News tells me 30,000 UK citizens are 

living in Poland and nearly a million Poles in this country and yet in 2014 we paid four times more to Poland for health 

care recharges, than they paid to us?  This is often used by the LEAVE EU side in seeking our vote.  

So one has to consider can it be right when the NHS needs so much more investment?   I ask this question even 

though my partner is Polish and actually works in the NHS. This appears to be an administration anomaly rather than 

an EU factor, mainly due to our system not run like a business in the same way a lot of EU health services are run and 

able to easily collect fees.  

As far as workers in the NHS are concerned I am so grateful for all the immigrants who do an amazing job looking 

after us.   Would that be changed by us leaving the EU?   My partner thinks not and tells me that just a small advert in 

any provincial East European newspaper can deliver as many workers as we require in a very short time.  So that would 

not be an EU referendum consideration then.  

The NHS Chief Executive did make one very relevant point which registered with me as the main consideration of 

voting IN or OUT of the EU.   That is the NHS thrives when our country is doing well and able to afford to invest in the 

health services, which retains a massive demand for such investment for new treatments and a larger population.  

So for me, I will be voting in the EU referendum on whether I feel the economy will do well if we LEAVE or REMAIN 

and I am not going to believe all the ridiculous plagues of frogs theories from either side.    

Phil Careless , BSTHG member 
   
Unfortunately by the time this article is being read in our magazine the vote will have taken place, so my standard 

qualifying clause that the views expressed in this articles are not necessarily those of the magazine or editorial board are 

rather irrelevant. Still thanks Phil for the article, it still remains relevant. (Editor). 
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Dr Adam de Belder, President. The Importance of Post Cardiac Exercise The Rise and Fall of Ralli Hall  
I was not in cardiac rehab when Ralli Hall was a venue for Phase IV 

exercises under Richard Stantiford. I have not done 

extensive research into the early history of our wonderful gym so I 

don’t know much about it’s rise, but I have, though, existential 

knowledge of it’s fall and met and talked with some of the original 

members.  

The class was recently informed that their sessions would end in 

three weeks time and that the last class would be on Friday May 

27th. So I went up to the hall that morning, courtesy of Nick, who 

gave me a lift – only to find the workmen already in (our) gym. I 

was directed up to the main hall, where a makeshift class was set 

up. Many of us found this inadequate. There were no exercise bikes 

or rowing machines. This was the Fall of Ralli Hall. 

But between the Rise and Fall there were some wonderful times. I have been attending classes on a fairly regular basis 

since suffering a major heart attack in December 2010. (I had been absurdly lucky; I was with a nurse when it hit me 

and had an angioplasty within the hour). I began Phase IV exercises about two months later and found it difficult at 

first, as many people do, but under Richard’s expert guidance, I have gradually got fitter both physically and 

psychologically. Through Phase IV exercise work my general health has improved greatly.  

But as important as the direct benefits of the exercises themselves is the wonderful camaraderie among us.  We lift 

each other up and the humour flows like wine. It’s been bloody marvellous. Rest in Peace, dear old Ralli Hall.  

John Tungay, BSTHG member 

 
Classes are now held in St Georges Church Hall, Court Farm Road, Hove, BN3 7QR. There is ample parking and the 5b 

bus stops outside the hall. Class times are: Mondays 8.30-9:30am, Wednesdays & Fridays 9:30-10:30am. 

 

Travel Insurance 

It is holiday season, although holidaying all year round is more common nowadays with more long haul flying and 

more destinations opening up each year, most of us, when we travel, will have travel insurance, but it becomes 

substantially more complicated for those who have had some form of heart event. Firstly and obviously it is going to 

cost more than usual. Most insurance can be obtained on line but it is vital to answer all questions correctly as errors 

can result in the risk that a claim can be rejected because of errors or non-disclosures.  Insurance contracts are 

governed by the Latin term “Uberimmae Fidei” which means utmost good faith.  In other words there is an obligation 

on the insured to disclose all material facts.  The insurer must try and ensure that the insurance meets the need of the 

insured.  Many people may have an existing insurance, for example some banks provide free medical insurance but 

these have exclusions for pre-existing medical conditions and expect to have to make an additional disclosure and pay 

extra premium on top of the free cover. What Affects the Cost? The application forms generally include the following 

as a minimum:  

Single Trip or Annual Cover 

If single trip which country are you visiting? If annual/multi trip does it include Europe only, including Australia and 

New Zealand, does it exclude or include USA, Canada and the Caribbean? 

It will be necessary to provide details of any health conditions and treatment. Do not be surprised if, having completed 

the application, a message appears stating that it is not possible to provide a quote at this moment and suggests you 

ring a number.  

Practical Issues  

Our members have reported some frustrations with the whole process including the following:  

• Refusal to quote because of an undiagnosed condition (a painful tendon). That condition was totally unrelated to 

any heart condition but resulted in refusal to quote.  

• Unable to fit a job description into one of the prescribed categories. 

• A quote of £850 for a week in the Maldives. 

Which Company to Use? 

It is very difficult to find a recommended insurance company for people with existing heart conditions.  The British 

Heart Foundation does provide some useful tips and links at www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/living-with-a-heart-

condition/insurance. The BHF does not endorse any companies but is not a bad starting place.  

David Chappell, BSTHG Treasurer 
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Committee Announcements 

Chichester Theatre Trip, Saturday 20th August 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year’s theatre trip is to see Half A Sixpence, the iconic British musical that once starred the early Rock n’ Roll 

phenomenon, Tommy Steele. Sadly not this time. But there are some big names associated with this production. The 

script is by Downton Abbeys’ creator and screenwriter, Julian Fellowes. 

 

Start time of 2.30pm for the matinée in the new Festival Theatre. 

Coach from Withdean at 10.00am, returning at 6.00pm. 

This allows a few hours in Chichester for lunch and a bit of shopping and sight-seeing.  

Cost: Including coach travel and ticket for theatre - £45.00. 

 

Half A Sixpence is the iconic British musical adaptation of H. G. Wells’s disguised autobiographical novel Kipps: The 

Story Of A Simple Soul, based on the author’s unhappy apprenticeship as a draper at Hyde’s Drapery Emporium in 

Southsea. This new stage version of the novel is a completely fresh adaptation by Julian Fellowes, Oscar-winning 

screenwriter and creator of Downton Abbey. 

Arthur Kipps, an orphan, is an over-worked draper’s assistant at Shalford’s Bazaar, Folkestone, at the turn of the last 

century. He is a charming but ordinary young man who, along with his fellow apprentices, dreams of a better and 

more fulfilling world, but he likes his fun just like any other, except not quite . . . .  

The coach has toilet facilities. For further information please contact Morris Baker on 01273 685750 or email 

morris.baker.mb2@gmail.com.  

 

Chichester Theatre Booking Form 
To pay please send a cheque together with your completed booking form below addressed to Morris Baker, 33 

Camelford Street, Brighton, BN2 1TQ or hand to a member of the committee at any venue.  

 NAME(S) TEL/MOB NO 

3333      

4444      

5555      

6666      

EMAIL 

 

 

 

 

    

   

    Deposit (£20 per ticket)       £ 
 
                      or 
 
             Full amount                £ 

2222       

1111       

Name and address of party leader 

Please make cheques payable to:  
BRIGHTON & SUSSEX TAKE HEART 
GROUP  
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Looking Back Portslade Evening Out at Hangleton Manor 
On Tuesday the 29th of March 2016 the Portslade class had an evening out at the 

Hangleton Manor restaurant in Hove. 

Over the past months the numbers attending our exercise class have steadily 

increased and it seemed an ideal opportunity to meet each other socially in very 

pleasant surroundings. The staff had provided a private function room for our use 

and the food and drinks were very reasonably priced. We had nineteen in 

attendance which included our instructor Toby Whitehead and his girlfriend Hannah. 

Toby actually rushed in from his last class of the day, just in time to eat! A pleasant 

evening was had by all and when it was time to leave several people commented 

that the ‘time had just flown by’, followed by ‘when are we doing this again’?  

Rest assured Portslade members, due to the success of the evening another one will 

be planned for the autumn so we hope to see you there.   

This was a fairly easy event to organise and I would suggest other venues could do 

something similar because it gives people time to relax in good company away from 

the hustle and bustle of the exercise class.  

Jim Mann 

 

The 2016 Sussex Heart Charity 25th Anniversary Walk     
On Sunday the 8th of May 2016 the Sussex Heart Charity annual walk took place along the Brighton Seafront which  is 

a 5 mile walk from the Marina to the Peace Statue and back. The weather was glorious with a refreshing sea breeze 

which kept the temperature from rising too high and making it very  pleasant for walking.  

Prior to the walk we were given information on heart care 25 years ago which shows how the care for heart patients 

locally has been greatly improved. For instance: The Brighton Heart Support Trust became the Sussex Heart Charity. A 

Regional Cardiac Centre didn’t exist, which meant patients having to travel to London for angiograms, angioplasty and 

surgery.  Stents hadn’t been invented. There was no Brighton and Sussex Take Heart Group.   

These walks, along with other fund raising activities raise much needed funds to allow the Sussex Heart Charity to 

operate and donate funds, grants and equipment to worthy causes of which our group have been recipients  in the 

past. Without their help last year our group may well have folded. If you visit the Sussex Heart Charity website you will 

see just how much support they give locally. Several walkers from our group took part, many being sponsored by our 

group members.    

This is an annual event and will take place on a similar date next year, I hope to see many of the Brighton and Sussex 

Take Heart members there and if you are unable to make it please sponsor those that do.   

Jim Mann 

 

Shuffleboard Tournament 
The BSTHG Annual Shuffleboard Tournament will take place at Moulsecoomb Hall, Lewes Road, Brighton BN2 4GA on: 

 

Saturday 23rd of July 2016 at 7pm 
 

Doors open at 7pm. Nibbles, soft drinks, tea and coffee will be provided. 

There will also be a raffle and prizes for the winning participants.  

The event will be hosted by Adrian Williams from the English 

Shuffleboard Company who will fully explain the rules of the game. This 

event was well attended last year and I have it on good authority that 

the winning team from last year: ’The Winners Are….’ will be attending 

and are fully expecting to win again. The gauntlet has been thrown 

down and surely someone can beat them this time.  

Tickets will be available at all of the venues or can be purchased on the 

night at a cost of only £5.00 this year.  If anyone can help to set things 

up please arrive about 6pm, your assistance will be gratefully received.   

Should you require any further information please contact me, my 

details are on the back page of the newsletter.  

Jim Mann  
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ParkRun 

At 09.00am every Saturday morning about 80,000 participants meet at nearly 400 locations around the UK, to run, jog 

or walk 5km. This is ParkRun, it is not a race, but it  is timed. There are some serious runners, but most participants go 

round at their own pace, to meet their own targets. The days are long gone when I could run or even jog 5km, but I 

walk round at the back, and jog gently downhill.  The participants cover more than a 70 year age span, from under 5 to 

over 75. 

Parkrun is completely free to enter, and anyone can just go along, but to be given a time, you need to register in 

advance and print out a barcode.  At the finish your barcode is scanned and uploaded to computer, so that a couple 

of hours later, the results for 80,000 participants are available online. You get an email giving you your time and a link 

to the full set of results. 

There are four different park runs in Brighton. The largest and oldest is Hove Park opposite the old Goldstone. There 

are often over 500 participants and the record set earlier this year was 583 (I finished 576th).  Next is Preston Park, with 

300-400 participants. Both of these are on wide tarmac paths and have easy free parking.  For those who like a 

completely flat course, there is now the Hove Promenade parkrun on the sea front, great on a fine day, but 

challenging in a SW gale.  Finally, and completely different is Bevendean Down parkrun which is on open grassland 

and has a very long hill, which seems even longer on the second lap.  

I enjoy parkrun for several reasons. Firstly, everyone is friendly and welcoming.  Secondly, it is the most direct cardio 

exercise that I do each week. If I can do parkrun without ill effects, then any minor twinges I feel during the week are 

likely to be psychosomatic. Lastly, the endorphins kick in and I just feel better after I have done it. A highlight a few 

weeks ago was that Kelly Holmes was running at Preston Park and I had the achievement of finishing 280 places 

behind her. 

I think a number of Take Heart members (not just the super fit) would enjoy parkrun. Registering is easy, there is a link 

on any individual parkrun web page, and on the main parkrun.org.uk website. If you want to have a go, you can 

register, let me know (email me mhlgreen@ntlworld.com or see me at a Stanley Deason class) and we can meet up. 

 

  Websites: 

  www.parkrun.org.uk/brighton/ 

  www.parkrun.org.uk/prestonpark/ 

  www.parkrun.org.uk/hovepromenade/ 

  www.parkrun.org.uk/bevendeandown/ 

 

  Michael Green, B&STHG member. 

 

 

Peacehaven ParkRun - good idea? 

To all runners. 

I am a local Peacehaven resident and ParkRun every week in the centre of Brighton as this is my nearest run.  

I am currently in the process of trying to start a PEACEHEAVEN ParkRun and have been given some initial enquiries to 

complete. As this ParkRun would recruit from the whole of Rottingdean, Peacehaven, Newhaven, Seaford and 

surrounding areas I thought I would contact people to see if anyone wanted to join me on this venture. 

 

Initial requirements I need to address: 

1 – We need a core team of three people, myself and we need two others. (Perhaps the manager of Peacehaven sports 

centre or someone from WAVE) plus one other. We also need a minimum of 5-10 volunteers each week. 

2 – We need to sort the course – my thoughts are the new park with its path around the outside. The café can be the 

centre hub which I am sure they would love. 

3 – We need to get permission from the council or park owners to run this event. 

4 - The Park run start-up cost which is £3000.00. I am hoping that perhaps WAVE could sponsor this setup fee? Or 

perhaps another local business could sponsor this set up. Great advertising every week. 

5 – We also need to do risk assessments and DBS / CSP checks for all event leaders. 

 

Before I start down this path, I was interested to see if there was a group of people who think this is a good idea, and 

if anyone wanted to help in the set up process. So feel free to reply with good idea, or let me know if you want to help 

a bit more. Based on the response, I will set up an initial meeting. 

Regards 

Jon Binney, Streetlife subscriber. Email: jonathanbinney@hotmail.co.uk 
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Preston Park 
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Brightona Bike Show 
This is an event held annually on Madeira Drive to  

raise money for cardiac care in Brighton. It was set up 

13 years ago by Abby Goldin who had a heart  

event and was very appreciative of  

care he received. Brightona work very 

closely with the Sussex Heart Charity.   

As you can see their poster gives all the 

detail for this excellent fundraiser. To date 

they have raised over £108,000 for the Sussex 

Heart Charity which is an incredible amount of 

money. May I suggest you visit the Brightona 

website which is full of facts and gives a 

breakdown of some of the items purchased 

for heart patients who have to attend the 

Royal Sussex County Hospital.  

It is a fun day out and Madeira Drive is packed with people, bikes of all sorts, 

displays of custom motorbikes, classic motorbikes and some classic cars. It is definitely worth a visit if you like 

motorbikes and any donation you give is for a very worthwhile cause.    

Jim Mann  

 

Fundraising Cricket Lunch, Sunday 14th August 
Sussex v Gloucestershire. You can arrive anytime at the Sussex County Cricket Club from 9:30 am – the match will 

start at 11:00am (till 6:00pm) included in the price is: 

 Match day tickets 

Pimms on arrival 

Three course lunch 

Afternoon tea (Tea & Cake) 
Dear Take Heart members, this is our first attempt at this type of event 

and you may be able to help make this a success by helping us sell more 

tickets. Firstly, if you are interested in attending it would be really nice to 

see you, secondly could you please pass on this event to your family and 

friends who may be interested or likely to attend.  

There will be a guest speaker, Mr Peter Brackley, who is former sport 

presenter and who suffered a cardiac arrest at Holbrook Gym and 

Community Centre in Horsham. He was resuscitated by a member of 

staff trained by the Sussex Heart Charity and defibrillated using a Public 

Access AED that we had donated and was available at a local shopping 

area. 

Tickets are £50 each (£25 per child). Please contact me for a booking 

form. If you require any further information, posters or flyers or you have 

any questions please feel free to call me on 01273 523026 or email 

terry.ayres@sussexheartcharity.org 

Terry Ayres, Chief Executive Officer 

The Sussex Heart Charity   
 

Heartbeat Walk, Saturday 20th August 
In aid of the Sussex Heart Charity. 

The walk starts at 10am from the Blue Bird Café by the beach at 

Ferring Strand to Littlehampton and back.  

To register please telephone 01273 523026/8 or online at 

regonline.activeeurope.com/heartbeatwalk2016 

 

BRIGHTONA 
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Antibiotic prophylaxis for dental procedures:  
What is the evidence and why does the Sussex Cardiac Centre still recommend it?  

  

Endocarditis is a rare disease with an annual incidence 3-10 per 100,000 population. Endocarditis is an infection of the 

lining of the heart, typically involving the heart valves. It is usually caused by a blood borne bacterial infection. 

Although rare, it is an important cardiac condition. It a serious and potentially fatal illness and necessitates a long 

hospital admission which may include heart valve surgery. Most patients present with a fever and many often just feel 

generally unwell. Sometimes new breathlessness is a symptom.  

 

Around 30% of infections are caused by bacteria which we carry in our mouths. Manipulation of the gums such as in 

dental procedures or poor dental health (or just bad luck) can result in bacteria gaining access to the blood stream. 

The link between dental procedures and endocarditis was suggested in the early 1920’s1. As antibiotics became 

available there was interest in giving antibiotic treatment before dental work to prevent mouth bacteria infecting the 

heart. Antibiotic prophylaxis was born and became entrenched into medical practice. No randomized controlled trials 

were ever undertaken to prove that this was the case.   

 

In 2008, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommended that antibiotic prophylaxis in the 

UK should cease2. The guidance was different to the rest of Europe issued by the European Society of Cardiology3 

(ESC), and North America, led by the American Heart Association4. We were concerned by this change in guidance and 

we continue to recommend antibiotic prophylaxis for patients at high risk (see below). Interestingly, since 2008 there 

has been a rise in the number of cases of endocarditis in the UK. Although this increase and the change in guidance 

are not necessarily linked, it is a great concern since endocarditis requires a lengthy hospital admission (typically 6-8 

weeks but it may be months), approximately 40% of patients with endocarditis will require heart valve surgery and 30-

40% of patients will die from the disease. It can be a devastating diagnosis.  

  

So why is the guidance from NICE so different to the rest of the world? NICE is a government body which is largely in 

place to assess the cost effectiveness of treatment and the clinical effectiveness. It deals with randomised controlled 

trials. There are no such trials of antibiotic prophylaxis in endocarditis exist. One issue which seemed a particular 

concern back in 2008, was the risk of an acute allergic reaction to antibiotics. This is very rare and is mostly limited to 

reactions to an antibiotic called Clindamycin which is the alternative antibiotic to Amoxicillin for patients who are 

allergic to penicillin. Such reactions are very rare with Amoxicillin (figure 1). Groups have estimated the risk from an 

allergic reaction, particularly Amoxicillin, versus the protection we feel antibiotic prophylaxis affords.  

  

At the Sussex Cardiac Centre we follow the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines which are the same as the 

American ones. Antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended for patients who are in the highest risk groups: previous 

endocarditis, heart valve replacement or valve repair cyanotic heart disease   

  

Prevention is the best policy with endocarditis. One way to help prevent endocarditis is to have good dental hygiene 

and to see your dentist for regular checkups. Patients who have valve disease (a leaky or a narrowed valve), a hole in 

the heart or other congenital heart disease and/or who have had a valve replacement or a valve repair are also advised 

to avoid body piercing or tattoos.    

Endocarditis is the great masquerader and can present in a number of different ways. It is also rare and a general 

practitioner will typically see one case every 10 years. To help inform patients, I have had 2 different endocarditis cards 

made and both cards have been supported by the Sussex Heart Charity:  

  

An endocarditis warning card (figure 2) for all at risk patients. This card should be carried by the following patients:  

 

♥ valve disease (leaky or narrowed)  

♥ heart valve replacement or valve repair  

♥ previous endocarditis  

♥ congenital heart disease   

  

An antibiotic prophylaxis card (figure 3) for those patients who fall into the category of requiring this:  

 

♥ previous endocarditis  

♥ heart valve replacement or valve repair  

♥ cyanotic heart disease  
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Antibiotic prophylaxis for dental procedures: (cont) 
What is the evidence and why does the Sussex Cardiac Centre still recommend it?  

  

These cards are available from your cardiologist, cardiac surgeon or cardiac rehabilitation nurse. Remember, 

endocarditis is rare and prevention is the best policy. Look after your teeth: brush, floss and visit your dentist regularly. 

If you have a leaky or a narrowed valve, congenital heart disease or a valve replacement / valve repair, avoid skin 

infection by not getting a tattoo or a body piercing. Finally, know the symptoms of endocarditis and carry the card.  

Dr. Rachael James  

Consultant Cardiologist & Lead for Endocarditis  
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Figure 1   

Risks of antibiotic prophylaxis (AP) 

versus no antibiotic prophylaxis. 

Taken from Thornhill MH, Dayer M, 

Lockhart PB et al, British Dental 

Journal 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

Sussex Cardiac Centre  

Antibiotic Prophylaxis Card  

Sussex Cardiac Centre  

Endocarditis Warning Card   
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Ask Alison 
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Tuna Linguini 
This is a weekly favourite of mine as its made using all fresh and readily available ingredients. 

However to make it even more healthy and a low carb option for those watching their waistline just substitute the 

linguine for "Courgetti" (spiralized courgette) or "Boodles" (spiralized butternut squash). 

Serves approximately 3 - 4 people (depending on appetite!) 

 

Ingredients 

375g/13oz dried linguine or courgetti or Boodles 

4 tbsp. extra virgin olive oil 

3 tbsp finely chopped parsley 

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped 

1 small chilli pepper, finely chopped 

1cm/½in fresh ginger root, thinly sliced 

450g/1lb carton or bottle passata 

400g tin of tuna fish in oil, drained and roughly chopped 

salt and freshly ground black pepper 

  

Method 

Cook the pasta for 8-10 minutes or until al dente, and drain.  

Meanwhile, heat the oil and gently fry 2 tablespoons of the parsley, the garlic, chilli and the ginger for a few minutes 

until slightly soft. Add the tomatoes and continue to cook for another few minutes. Stir in the tuna and salt. 

Toss the pasta with the sauce and serve sprinkled with the remaining parsley and freshly ground pepper. 

Richard Stantiford 

  

Fillets of Sole with Melon and Mint Sauce - Serves 4 
A light summer dish. Preparation time 20 minutes. Cooking time 10-12 minutes. 
 

Ingredients 

4 fillets of sole, halved 

2 tablespoons of chopped mint 

300 ml of dry white wine 

1 Charentias or Ogen melon, halved and seeded 

150 ml natural yogurt 

salt and pepper 

To garnish 

sprigs of fresh mint to garnish. 

 

Method 

1.  Season the sole fillets with salt and pepper and sprinkle with half of the 

mint.  Roll each fish fillet and secure with wooden cocktail sticks. 

2. Place the fish rolls in a deep frying pan and sprinkle over the remaining 

mint.  Add the white wine. Cover the pan and poach gently for about 8 

minutes, until the fish is tender. 

3.  Meanwhile, using a Parisian cutter or melon ball cutter, scoop the melon 

flesh into small balls.  Cut out any remaining melon flesh attached to the skin. 

4.  Carefully drain the rolled fillets, place on a warm serving dish and keep warm. Remove the cocktail sticks. 

5. Boil the poaching liquid with the remnants of melon flesh until well reduced and whisk until smooth. If necessary, 

puree in a food processor or blender. 

6. Stir in the yogurt and heat the sauce through gently.  Season with salt and pepper and spoon over the cooked fish. 

Garnish with melon balls and springs of mint.  

Pat Couchman 

Do you have a favourite recipe or drink? We would love to hear from members on anything which 

might be of interest to other members, please contact Morris Baker on 01273 685750 or email: 

morris.baker.mb2@gmail.com or bsthg2015@hotmail.com 
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Ask Alison 
Question: Why do statins cause muscle pains?   

Answer:  An interesting question as the exact mechanism of the muscle 

pains (or myopathy) caused by statins is not fully understood.  The pathway 

by which statins block the production of cholesterol is also important for 

protein regulation in the muscles. However, although a number of 

mechanisms have been proposed no single factor has been identified. 

Furthermore it is possible that there may be a genetic pre-disposition which 

may in part explain why it affects some individuals and not others.  

What we do know is that statin induced myopathy ranges from symptomless 

(only identified from blood tests) through varying degrees of symptoms to 

the potential life-threatening problem of rhabdomyolysis, which fortunately 

is extremely rare.   

Common muscular symptoms are pain, aches, soreness, weakness and 

cramps.  These symptoms can occur at any stage but most commonly will 

occur within the first three months of treatment.  In general the larger muscles groups such as the buttocks, thighs, 

calves and back are affected.  Symptoms are usually symmetrical. The effects can occur with all of the statins and at all 

dosages although the incidence does increase with the higher doses.  If you do experience problems this can 

sometimes be resolved by a reduction in the dose of the statin or changing to an alternative statin.  

If you develop muscle pain or weakness when taking a statin please see your GP for advice.  Your GP will explore any 

other possible causes of your problems and may wish to do a blood test to check for muscle damage.   

Alison Warren, Senior Pharmacist, RSCH. 

  

Salt: your questions answered 
We all need some salt in our diet but, on average, we’re consuming too much. 

Regularly eating too much salt is associated with raised blood pressure, a risk 

factor for coronary heart disease and stroke. 

What is salt? 

By salt, we mean table salt, which is otherwise known as sodium chloride. It is the 

biggest source of sodium in our diets and it’s this sodium that’s the problem in 

relation to blood pressure. While we do need some sodium in our diet to help 

regulate fluid in the body, it’s unusual for us not to get enough – and only too 

common for us to have too much. 

What is the daily limit? 

The Government recommends that we eat no more than 6g of salt a day. That’s about a teaspoon. However, we still 

have some way to go before we achieve the target as, on average, people consume about 8.1g a day. 

Why are we going over this limit? 

One of the reasons it can be tricky to reduce our salt intake is that it is often already in the foods we buy – about 75 

per cent of the salt we eat comes from processed foods. It’s not just in ready meals, soups and sauces, though – keep 

an eye on everyday foods such as breads and cereals, as well as sweet foods harbouring a salty surprise. Read food 

labels to make sure that you are making low-salt choices. 

How can I cut back? 

"Fresh and dried herbs, spices, black pepper, chilli and lemon are all great ways to add flavour" 

We acquire a taste for salt and, over time, get used to a certain amount in our diets. If you cut back drastically and 

suddenly, you may at first find that your food tastes bland. 

However, flavour doesn’t only come from salt. Fresh and dried herbs, spices, black pepper, chilli and lemon are all 

great ways to add flavour. So while you reduce the amount of salt you eat, substitute it with these other flavour 

enhancers and you won’t notice the loss as much. 

Are other types of salt better for me? 

Don’t be fooled into thinking that fancier types of salt are better for you. Whether it’s pink, black, rock, crystal or 

flakes, they still have the same effect on your blood pressure as standard table salt. Although less refined salts might 

contain more nutrients than everyday table salt, these will probably only be in very small amounts and can probably 

be sourced from other foods in your diet. 

It’s the sodium that we really need to watch out for; we should also monitor ingredients such as fish and soy sauce and 

raising agents such as baking powder and bicarbonate of soda. 

Heart Matters Magazine 
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Surprisingly Salty Foods 

• Cheese & Butter/Margarine 

• Sauces: Soy, fish, ketchups 

• Capers, olives, anchovies 

• Potatoes, chips, crisps 

• Bread 

• Sweets, cakes, biscuits 
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♥ Kevin Herriott  Chairperson   01273 507762 kevjoy5077@hotmail.co.uk 

♥ Jim Mann   Vice Chairperson   01273 702684 james.mann53@ntlworld.com 

♥ Patricia Couchman  Secretary    01273 307134 patcouchman@btinternet.com 

♥ VACANT POST  Minutes Secretary 

♥ David Chappell  Treasurer     davidwchappell@gmail.com 

♥ Richard Stantiford  Exercise Instructor  07786 001771  richardstantiford@gmail.com 

♥ Tony Norman  Editorial Board Member  07881 908570 tnorman@nortecengineering.com 

♥ Paul Sweeting  Membership Secretary   01273 709562 pfsweeting@ntlworld.com 

♥ VACANT POST x 2  Editorial Board Member 

♥ Morris Baker  Social Secretary and  01273 685750 morris.baker.mb2@gmail.com 
     Editorial Board Member 

♥ Sheila Luckhurst  IT/Magazine Design Editor 01273 308504 saltdeanwebsiteservices@outlook.com 
 

Associate Members 
♥ Katherine Moore  Editorial Advisor     katherine.moore@bsuh.nhs.uk 

♥ Alison Warren  Pharmacological Advisor  

♥ Jynette Mann  B&STHG Phase 3 Class Speaker  
 

BSTHG Proposed New Constitution 

It is proposed that a new constitution will be discussed and ratified at our next Annual General 

Meeting scheduled for Monday the 24th of October 2016. It became apparent that our existing 

constitution was way out of date and in need of modernisation. The new constitution is available 

to view and print from our website www.bsthg.org.uk under ‘Documents’ and your comments 

would be welcomed by the committee. This is an important document because it sets out our 

rules and ethos on how the group is run.    

The committee ask that you take time to read through it and we invite your comments before 

the AGM. Thankyou. Jim Mann 

 

Can you help? 
As mentioned by Kevin in his opening report we urgently need 

members to contribute to the Newsletter.   

Anything which would be of interest to other members would 

be gratefully received, ie a special holiday you have been on; 

an unusual hobby you may have (or not unusual) - are you a 

member of a club? Do you sing in a choir? Are you a thespian? 

Do you take regular exercise such as cycling, yoga or water 

aerobics in addition to the stage 4 classes?   

Could you offer a regular feature such as visiting local attrac-

tions/museums or running an allotment; are you a film buff or 

a regular Albion supporter? Please speak to any committee 

member. Photographs are also very welcome. Thankyou. 

BSTHG Committee 
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